Vibrational spectroscopic and Hirshfeld surface analysis of carvedilol crystal forms.
The drug carvedilol, used to treat cardiovascular conditions, is known to exist in distinct crystalline forms. Polymorphs II and III and the hydrate are characterized by variations in their molecular packing and conformation. This study deals with the spectroscopic (supported by quantum chemistry calculations) characterization of carvedilol structures. Band assignments were performed considering the isolated molecules and periodic calculations. We discuss the correlation between the vibrational modes and the intermolecular forces in the crystalline structures. Towards a better understanding of the intermolecular interactions, Hirshfeld surface was used. Besides band shifts related to stretching vibrations of N-H and O-H groups, differences between other modes have shown the possibility of using infrared spectroscopy to distinguish the crystal forms; technique routinely used in quality control of pharmaceutics. According to the spectroscopic analysis, the N-H groups participate in stronger bonds in the polymorph III, which contributes to its greater stability. With Hirshfeld surface we concluded that the bond with the nitrogen of the aliphatic chain participating as hydrogen acceptor in polymorph II is responsible for the pointy peaks in the fingerprint plot. This can explain why polymorph II shows lower dissolution in acid medium, as described in a previous work of our group.